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Abstract—Models have been used along software develop-
ment process. Their utilization to user interface (UI) develop-
ment aims to deal with dependency of technology, facilitating
the understanding of functionalities and behavior, for example.
Besides, models have been used to support test activities of UI.
However, as usual to any software artifact, we need to assure
the confidence of UI models, considering their particularities.
In this paper we focused on searching about Which techniques
and methods have been used to validate UI models? We are
aware of the risk at handling a broad research question. So, we
conducted two systematic literature review (SLR). The first one
focusing on models (Which models are used for modeling UI?),
and the second one focusing on validation (Which techniques
and methods are used to validate the models?). The results
obtained from first SLR were used as parameters to the second
SLR. Both the protocols and lessons learned are presented in
this paper. Also, we discuss open issues on validating UI models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

User Interface plays an important role in end-user systems,

since it allows users to interact with systems [1]. The process

of UI development has been beneficed by using models.

An example of benefit is to facilitate the communication

between people with different knowledge and skills, using a

common vocabulary [2]. Considering that an UI is highly

dependent of technology (platform or devices like smart

phone, personal computer, etc.), using one model it is pos-

sible to obtain UI variations [3]. For example, Model-driven

UI generation and Model-Based Design of User Interfaces

(MBUI) are two methodology that allow creating a concrete

UI by applying model transformations techniques [2], [4].

Also, models have an important role in validation. They

help to test complex UI structure and event sequences.

Hauptmann et al. [5] affirm that the UI test is easier if

performed by persons, because their experience related to

software and their intuition facilitate the interpretation of

models high level description. However, this conventional

method, who a person participate in validation process, do

not cover the whole UI [6]. Automatic approaches can

be used to validate the UI, but this validation process

have problems. Any modification in the UI affects the test

script. It is possible to separate test script of UI details by

using models in test. UI details can be modifications of

components between versions, different components position

or details of input data in an UI. It would be not possible to

reuse the script with details [5], [6].

In order to use models to validate UI, the first step is

validate the models. Consistency between models is essential

– it is necessary to assure consistency and quality of models.

According to Trollmann et al. [7], there are two types of

consistency. The first one is intra-model consistency – it

concerns whether the model is correct considering syntactic

and semantic rules of the language [8]. The second one is

inter-model consistency – it concerns whether the model

must have coherence with other models. According to Cruz

et al. [8], “model validation is more difficult to assess,

because one can never be sure if the model correctly captures

the users requirements."

Regarding UI model validation, a SLR was conducted to

point out which method has been used in its validate process.

This paper summarizes the SLR conducted about how the UI

models are validated in the development process. The main

question is made to find this information is Which techniques
and methods have been used to validate UI models? It is

a broad research question and, consequently, we conducted

two SLR. The first one focuses on model used to represent

UI. The results were used as parameters to the second SLR,

which focused on validation techniques. Both SLRs provided

information about validation process, in a complementary

way.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section II describes related works selected from literature

about user interface validation. Section III presents the

systematic literature reviews, their protocols, criteria and

results. Section V shows lessons learned and gives insights

about UI validation. Section IV presents the threats related to
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the conduct of this research. Section VI provides conclusions

and directions for future works.

II. RELATED WORKS

Kull [9] presents a SLR about generating graphical user

interfaces (GUI) model automatically by reverse engineer-

ing. There is no citation about the model validation papers

cited by [9] and no one demonstrated necessity of model

validation.

Casteleyn et al. [10] shown a SLR focusing on the

Rich Internet Applications (RIAs). They present interesting

information about RIAs and its history, but there if few

information about UI characteristic in selected papers. The

paradigm related a RIAs development process is regarding to

the use of models. However, the models are used to several

types of representation and the complex structure of the RIA

interface can be represented with more than one type of

model.

Banerjee et al. [11] present a SLR about GUI Testing.

The most papers (72 of 136 papers) used models to test

generation. The most commons types of models are event
flow graphs and finite state machines. The pointed out that

models or specifications are used to formal verification (13

of 136 papers) and manual verification (13 of 136 papers)

was used to verify the correctness of the output of a test

case. However, there is no citation about the model validation

process.

The models should be validated before their use [12].

Leopold et al. [13] explain five techniques to model valida-

tion. The prototyping approach uses the implementation of

the model to collect feedback from experts. The abstraction
and filtering approach is used to reduce the information pro-

vided to the user and to present the model with an adequate

level of abstraction to experts. Visualization of specification
is used for creating scenarios in graphical view for visu-

alization of requirements. Property checking approach aims

to compare models regarding their formal property, using

ontologies or user questions. Language generation approach

generates the models in natural language, to facilitate the

communication between persons with different knowledge

and background.

Leopold et al. use a natural language to conduct model

validation. They argue that some persons who participate

of software development do not have enough familiarity

regarding to model representation. However, this fact is

contrary to affirmation from Raneburger et al. [2], which

the models support compression of information using a high

level of abstraction through a symbology.

The techniques listed by Leopold et al. were used to

compare papers obtained with SLR.

III. SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEWS

Two SLR were conducted. The first one focused on vali-

dation process of UI models, presented in Section III-A. The

restricted goal has became impossible to obtain reasonable

results. However, the partial results (obtained to secondary

questions) were used as parameters to second SLR. The

second SLR was conducted using models from first SLR as

parameter aiming at model validation process. The second

SLR is presented in Section III-B.

A. First systematic literature review

The goal of first SLR is to identify validation process to

UI models. The search questions were divided in main and

secondary questions. The main question is: Which techniques
and methods have been used to validate UI model?.

The terms “GUI model" and “User interface model" were

used to create search string about types of UI models. The

“GUI" was used to capture desktop user interface. The term

“testing" was used to compose other terms because models

can be used in UI test (i.e. “GUI testing" and “user interface
testing"). Derivations of terms “model validation" and “user
interface validation" were used to expand the results. The

term “consistency" was used as synonymous to validation.

The secondary questions are: i) Which models are used for
modeling UI?, to know which graphic representations have

been used (statecharts, graphs, etc.). The term “behavior"

was included to represent the UI behavior. Posteriorly, the

papers were read for selection using inclusion and exclusion

criteria. ii) Which approach (static or dynamic) has been
used to model UI?, to know whether the information repre-

sented in the model are static (source code, for example) or

dynamic (the interaction with the UI). iii) How to validate
the UI models using a specification?, to verify whether the

technique used to validate the model takes into account the

system specification. iv) What methods or tools have been
used to extract the UI model?, to verify which tools have

been used to obtain the model from UI. v) How the models
are shown to the users?, to know how the models have been

presented to users in order to be validated (i.e. using tools or

using more than one model in a complementary way, etc.).

1) Search String: The main challenge to find relevant

results is restrict the search string. The search string was

structured into two main parts. The first part is related to the

UI and the second part is related to the validation process.

The research result by repositories is presented in Table I

and the final search string is:

(“GUI testing" OR “user interface testing" OR “GUI
model" OR “user interface model") AND (“GUI validation"
OR “user interface validation" OR “validation model" OR
“Model validation" OR “model validate" OR “validated
model" OR “model consistency" OR “behavior model" OR
“behavior models").

The range of years of research has established to last 4

years, from 2010 to 2014.

2) Methodology for selection: All papers were considered

for reading and selecting. The exclusion criteria are: i)

Use the behavior model to observe user interaction with
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Table I: Results of first SLR by repositories

Repository Amount of Papers
ACM Digital Library 12

IEEE Xplore 22

Science Direct 12

Scopus 18

Total 64

UI, without analyzing UI model. ii) Do not present any

characteristic about the models.

To the selection process, initially the abstract and the in-

troduction of 64 papers obtained were read (Section III-A1)

to observe the exclusion criteria. The most relevant papers

were carefully read in order to identify how model was

used, also considering the exclusion criteria. An example

of selected paper is [14], in its introduction is written: “This
paper presents a new feedback-based technique to automated
testing of graphical user interfaces (GUIs)". In this case

a UI model was used for testing its implementation. On

introduction there is “The smoke suite is executed on the GUI
using an automatic test case replayer. During test execution,
the runtime state of GUI widgets is collected", showing that

which the UI model presents states from UI.

An example of exclusion criteria is [7]. Part of the goal in

the introduction is: “(...) it is shown how the description can
be used to define internal consistency as well as consistency
between models" – the goal not focus on UI model. They

just used the UI model as an example about description.

Of 64 papers, only 11 were selected according to selection

criteria and the results are presented in Table II. Finally,

the selected papers were read trying to answer the research

questions – presented in the beginning of this section.

Table II: Papers selected

Repository Author
ACM Digital Library [15], [16], [17]

IEEE Xplore [14], [18], [19], [20] , [21], [22]

Science Direct [23]

Scopus [24]

3) SLR Results: After analyzing 11 papers, it was ob-

served there is few information about validation process

of UI model. Answering the main question only 3 papers

mentioned the necessity of model validation with the require-

ments and/or users [15], [18], [24]. None of them presented

the validation process in their work and no correlation

among papers could be done. To validate UI model, Grilo

et al. [18] affirm that building the model with different

views, can help validation process. However, there is no

citation about validation of UI model in [18]. Gupta and

Surve [15] have quoted about types of validation, but there

is no citation about application of validation models. The

idea regarding the Hennig et al. [24] is create intra and

inter model validation using the CAP3 and Movisa. First,

the model is created by using the modeling language CAP3,

refined by a expert and transformed to the Movisa. The UI

is created based on model and validated by user and expert.

Answering the question (i) (Which models are used for
modeling UI?), the models used are statecharts [25], [19],

state machines [16], [20], [21], Concrete User Interface

(CUI) [22] and event flow graph [26], [23]. The most part

of models were used to analysis of UI states. In Gupta and

Surve [15] and from Aho et al. [20], additional information

of states of the UI events are also extracted from navigational

information [18], structural [14], [17] or interface behav-

ior [16], [17]. Lehmann et al. [17] does not explain which

representation is used.

Answering the question (ii) (Which approach (static or
dynamic) are used to model UI?), most of papers (7 of 11

analyzed) used a dynamic approach to create UI models [15],

[14], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22]. Only [23] used both static

and dynamic approaches to observe what had influenced the

test cases generation.

Answering the question (iv) (What methods or tools are
used to extract the UI model?), in selected papers were used

the tools GUITAR GUI [14], GuiDriver [20], [21], GUI-
Tester [23], Eclipse Modeling Framework [17]. In Hennig et

al. [24] was used a combination of CAP3 tool and Epsilon,

and in Grilo et al. [18] was used a combination of Spec#

tool and REGUI model. In Duan et al. [19] and Ramon et

al. [22] were used UsiResourcer to make the re-engineering

process. Gupta and Surve [15] used the tools Sahi, Selenium,

Framework Robot and Microsoft Excel.
The consequence of using a broad main question can be

observed in the answers (not) obtained about the purpose

of SLR. The questions (i) (What types of models are used
to model UI?) and (ii) (Which approach (static or dynamic)
are used to model UI?) were answered. But the question

(iv) (What methods or tools are used to extract the UI
model?) is partly answered, because the selected papers do

not have citation about the methods used. The questions

(iii) (How validate the models using a specification?) and

(v) (How the models are shown to the users?) were not

answered. Considering that only 3 of 11 selected papers [15],

[18], [24] have mentioned the validation process, we do not

consider the validation process pointed out in those papers

as significant.

One may note that secondary questions were useful to

obtain relevant informations about UI characteristics, but

not about validation. In order to focus on model validation

process, the types of models obtained in this SLR were used

as parameter in a second SLR, presented in the following.

B. Second Systematic Literature Review

The second SLR focuses on model validation process in

Software Engineering, using the statecharts, state machines
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and event flow graph as parameter to the type of modeling.

The type of model Concrete User Interface (CUI) was

not selected, because it is related to only the UI and the

restriction about the UI models was not used.
The main question is similar to the first research, however

the secondary questions are more specific. The main question

is Which techniques and methods are used to validate the
models?. The secondary questions are: i) Which types of
model are used?, which type of model (statecharts, state

machines and event flow graph) is used ii) How the valida-
tion process uses the specification?, this question is to know

whether the specification is important for validation process

iii) Validation process regarding the user or other expert?,

this question is to know whether as expert person is relevant

to validation process.
1) Search String: The types of models (statecharts, state

machines and event flow graph) and derivations of technique
model validation were used to create search string. The

search string is:
(“technique model validation" OR “technique to model

validation" OR “model validation methods" OR “evaluation
of model validation" OR “model validation") AND (“state-
charts" OR “state machine" OR “event flow graph" ) AND
(“software engineering").

The same range of years was used, from 2010 to 2014.

The results are presented in Table III.

Table III: Results of second SLR by repositories

Repository Amount of Papers
ACM Digital Library 58

IEEE Xplore 45

Science Direct 35

Scopus 40

Total 178

2) Methodology for selection: The inclusion criteria was:

the paper must explain the steps to model validation, related

to the specification and user interaction. It was not used any

restriction about the description and the extracted of model.
The selection process was the same of first SLR. Ini-

tially, 178 papers obtained were read (the abstract and the

introduction) to identified the goal and the type of model

used. The relevant papers were carefully read searching for

any description about the validation process. An example of

paper not selected is [27]. They used finite state machine and

we found description about the validation process, however

the paper does not focus on using a person in validation

process (secondary question iii). A quote of paper [27] about

the model validation: “Validation usually includes checking
whether the model program can execute any traces that are
known to be allowed, and cannot execute others that are
known to be forbidden".

Of 178 papers, only 8 were selected to be read in detail.

They are listed in Table IV.

Table IV: Papers selected

Repository Author
ACM Digital Library [28], [29]

IEEE Xplore [30], [31], [32], [33]

Science Direct [34], [35]

3) SLR Results: Related to the question (i) (Which types
of model are used?), all the select papers are using or

state machines or using the finite state machines [35], or

extensions of them [28] to represent the model. Few papers

using statecharts were found, but they were not selected to

the detailed reading because the inclusion criteria.

The tools used were: radCHECK [28], SAL (Symbolic

Analysis Laboratory) [33], FTOS [31], SDA (Solution Deci-

sion Advisor) [35], CoreASM [34] and RSA (Rational Soft-

ware Architect) [29]. The frameworks used were: GEMDE

(Generic Executable Model-Driven Engineering) [32] and

CoDES [30].

Regarding the question (ii) (How is the validation process
using the specification?), the specification was used to create

an initial model ([28], [34]) and to compare to other models

([31], [35]). In other selected papers there is no citation about

the use of specification.

Regarding the question (iii) (How is the validation process
with the user or other expert?), 3 of 8 papers ([29], [28],

[33]) have a condition which the users should have a prior

knowledge about the system and the tool used for helping

the validation process. However, in those papers there is

no indication about the experimental process employed.

In the papers [29], [28] and [33] there is no indication

about the experience with computers and knowledge about

the system (profile) of the validator. In the papers [33]

and [28], the designers validated the model, not the final user,

neither any stakeholder. In the paper [29] was the railway

experts (related to project European Train Control System –

ETCS) who collaborated to validate the model. In that paper,

they used a CNL (Controlled Natural Language) and UML

diagrams to perform the validations. But, the railway experts

were trained to be able to understand and to interact with

the model and language using RSA tools.

In [29] were used approaches to consistency check, sce-

nario compatibility, property checking and specification vi-

sualization such approaches are related to Leopold et al. [13].

Di Guglielmo et al. [28] used the property checking and

specification visualization approaches. Dutertre et al. [33]

used specification visualization approaches. In [31], [32] and

[34] there are not indication about the profile of person

who validated the model and do not have information about

the interaction of validators. They used the specification

visualization approach to validate the models. In [35] sev-

eral people (different profiles) were involved to validate

the model in different phases of project. They used the
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specification visualization approach. In [30] was used the

specification visualization and the property checking related

to an ontology. They used experts to validate the model.

IV. THREATS TO VALIDITY

There are three threats in the first SLR. Since the main

question is broad, it was not possible to answer both main

and secondary questions. It was difficulty to create the search

string using key terms. Kitchenham et al. [36] suggested

to do a previous research, mapping the information related

to main objective, in order to identify relevant terms to

research. We have taken in to account they suggestion, and

several researches are made to identify the better terms. An

example of search string related to this previous research is

“((Abstract:"GUI") or (Abstract:"graphical user interfaces")
or (Abstract:"user interface")) and ("GUI testing" or "Gui
validation" or "user interface validation" or "Automatic GUI
Testing" or "Automatic user interface testing" or "Automated
GUI Testing" or "Automated user interface testing" or "GUI
model" or "user interface model")". This search string re-

sulted in 1018 papers, but there were many false positives

(many papers not related to the use of UI models). The

search in abstract was very restrictive, covering papers about

UI, but no papers that use UI model. So, that restriction was

not used.

The second threat is related to the formal research proto-

col. Only qualitative evaluation was considered on selecting

papers (inclusion and exclusion criteria). Also, there were

only two reviewers to conduct the SLR: one to review the

protocol and other to analyze and to select papers.

The third threat was the use of terms related to types of

models “behavior". Most of papers which has this term are

not related to the interface behavior, but with respect to the

user behavior, what generated false positives. Other terms

relating to the types of models, such as navigation and tasks,

could also be added to the string to be equal a “behavior" or

this term should be removed to not generate false positives

as a result.

Related to the second SLR, unlikely the first SLR, were

found most relevant papers to answer the main question.

The terms used to model validation as “property checking"

could be added to the search string to generate fewer false

positives.

Even using relevant repositories to conduct the research,

the restriction to only four of them can be considered an

external threat, because other repositories was not used.

However, the search in other repositories, like CiteSeerX,

returned few results and with little relevance. So, the threat

was mitigated.

The restriction about number of terms in one repositories

has been identified as external threat. It was necessary to

reduce the search string up 15 terms. however, later it was

solved with the final search string defined.

V. LESSONS LEARNED

A broad research question was proposed to the first

SLR (about validation process in UI model). The question

was proposed considering the hypothesis: the papers show

methods or techniques to validate UI models. However,

most papers do not show UI models validation. Such fact

is evidenced in selected papers presented in Related Works

(Section II) [9], [10], [11] – they do not present model

validation either.

To find relevant results about methods and techniques

for validation, a second SLR was conducted focusing on

validation process, using models found in the first SLR.

However, there is no standard for validation with the type of

model used. The choice of technique for model validation

is related to the necessity and resources of project and the

profile of person who will validate the model.

As next steps to this research about UI model validation,

we can indicate two steps. The first one would be to research

all techniques about model validation that can be applied to

the UI models and perform a more specific search. After

that, conduct a new research to figure out which different

technique can be applied in UI models. The results about

these researches would be relevant and would minimize

the list of papers resulted for reading. The second way to

find validation process is create a search string with more

parameters related to all questions. However in repositories,

as IEEE, there is a limitation of parameters to be used.

Therefore, we are not able to do it.

VI. CONCLUSION

The goal of this paper is to identify the validation of

methods used to UI models, using a SLR. The others SLRs

found related to UI and models do not present aspects about

the reliability of models and how the validation process are

made in its papers selected.

Two researches were conducted to explore the subject pro-

posed. The first one is related to the UI models and how UI

model validation is presented. Only three papers mentioned

the need of users in validation process, however they do not

explain how the validation can be performed. Most of papers

do not have mentioned about model validation process.

The second SLR was performed using the types of models

found in the first SLR as parameters. The goal of second

SLR was find more relevant results about types of models

(statecharts, state machines and event flow graph) and how

these models are validated in the software development

process.

In the second SLR, few papers provide a description about

methods used in validation process, mainly participation of

users. It was possible to observe in the second SLR the

concern with interaction of persons with models and tools.

Few papers showed difficulties in the interaction of users

with tools. Few papers showed how the training was offered

to users in order to understand models and tools [29]. Most
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of papers do not have any citation about validators profile,

and no citation about selection process of validators.

Also, it was possible to classify the type of techniques

applied, especially in Leopold et al. [13]. Few of those

papers used one or more approaches to validate the models.

Most of them use the specification visualization approach.

We observed that validators should have former knowl-

edge about the models and they should know about the tools

used to handle the models during validation process. Also,

the models should be validated by validators with different

profiles, according to complexity of system under evaluation.

Automatics techniques can be applied to validate models in

a complementary way.

Regarding the SLR research process, we used a qualitative

evaluation to select papers. We are aware that quantitative

evaluation criteria would facilitate the replication of SLR by

other researchers. We intend to establish a formal protocol

using quantitative evaluation in order to both mitigate the

threat of construction and facilitate the replication by other

researchers.
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